1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Mitochondrial (mt)DNA is present in higher copy number in the cell than nuclear (n)DNA and thus the likelihood of recovering useable DNA data is increased in forensic samples that fail to yield useful nDNA typing results. Due to its maternal mode of inheritance and lack of recombination [@bib0005] the discriminatory power of mtDNA is somewhat restricted, however and dependent on mtDNA databases [@bib0010]. This limitation is even more evident in routine forensic applications where, to date, analysis has been restricted to the non-coding control region (CR, or its hypervariable segments) for legal and technical reasons. While the use of coding region data outside of the control region would no doubt increase the information content of this genetic marker and increase its utility in practical forensic casework, conventional Sanger-type sequencing (STS) is neither amenable to, nor feasible for, the analysis of the full mtGenome in minute forensic samples.

Yet, outside of evidentiary testing, the forensic field is already making use of full mtGenomes. They are a prerequisite for the phylogenetic assignment of mtDNA haplotypes [@bib0015; @bib0020; @bib0025] and they form the basis for quality control of novel mtDNA data [@bib0030; @bib0035; @bib0040]. Most available mtGenomes have been generated with STS. However, this is a laborious, time-consuming, and expensive endeavor, particularly when high quality data with redundant sequence coverage are required [@bib0045].

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies have the potential to significantly increase both sample throughput and overall process efficiency, thereby facilitating the establishment of larger mtGenome databases in relatively short terms [@bib0050]. However, careful validation of these new technologies is required to maintain quality and consistency with the established datasets and technologies [@bib0055]. To date, only a few publications are available that describe the application of NGS technology to mtDNA testing in the forensic context. Mikkelsen et al. [@bib0060] conducted an early study on pyrosequencing with the FLX (454, Roche). Holland et al. [@bib0065] investigated the detection of point heteroplasmy (PHP) with the smaller Roche instrument (454 junior) and Loreille et al. [@bib0070] described mtGenome sequencing of highly degraded skeletal remains using the Illumina chemistry. In this study, the Personal Genome Machine (PGM [@bib0075]) was used to sequence complete mtGenomes, and the NGS results were evaluated by direct comparison with STS derived consensus haplotypes.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Samples and DNA extraction {#sec0015}
-------------------------------

A total of 42 samples were voluntarily provided under informed consent. These included peripheral blood samples from five indigenous Khoe-San individuals from Angola [@bib0080] six paraffin-embedded tissue samples from Tyrol, Austria [@bib0085] buccal swab samples from eight individuals of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste in Dili (present study) and buccal swab samples from 23 individuals from Tyrol, Austria (present study). DNA extraction was performed either as previously described for the pre-existing samples, or using the Chelex protocol as detailed in [@bib0090].

2.2. PCR amplification {#sec0020}
----------------------

The entire mtDNA molecule was amplified with two overlapping 8.5 kilo base pair (kbp) fragments according to the protocol described in Ref. [@bib0045]. Both amplicons were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and quality-controlled/quantified using non-denaturating polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with silver staining [@bib0095] and the Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations.

2.3. Sanger-type sequencing {#sec0025}
---------------------------

Earlier published mtGenomes from five Khoe-San individuals [@bib0080] and six individuals from Tyrol [@bib0085] were Sanger-type sequenced following the protocol outlined in the respective publications. For the remaining 31 novel mtGenomes generated in this study, some sequencing primers were replaced (Table S1). All sequences were imported into Sequencher 5.0 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and aligned relative to the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence for human mitochondrial DNA (rCRS [@bib0100]) using the phylogenetic alignment rules detailed in Ref. [@bib0105]. STS data were analyzed by at least two independent scientists and the final consensus haplotypes were based on redundant sequence coverage over all positions (at least two independent sequence reads).

Table S1Summary of updated sequencing primers relative to the protocol in Ref. [@bib0045].

2.4. Library construction for the PGM {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------

The construction of the library involved the following three steps: enzymatic shearing, ligation of the adapters and size selection. The quantity of amplified DNA was determined with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Products, Wilmington, DE, USA). Both 8.5 kbp fragments were normalized to a quantity of 100 ng and then pooled. The amplicons were enzymatically sheared into suitable sized fragments using the Ion Xpress Plus Fragment Library Kit (Life Technologies (LT), Foster City, CA, USA) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations. For the 100 bp sequencing kit, incubation times were set to 25 min to yield fragments with sizes of approx. 130 bp. For the 200 bp sequencing kit shearing times were reduced to 7 min to yield fragments around 260 bp. Size and quality of fragmented DNA were determined with the Agilent DNA High Sensitivity Kit on the Bioanalyzer (Agilent) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations. Specific Ion Torrent compatible adapters were ligated onto the 5′ and 3′ ends of each fragment and linked by nick translation. For the barcoded libraries, the Ion P1 Adapter and the Ion Xpress barcode *X* adapter (LT, *X* = number of the used barcode) were applied to allow for sequencing multiple samples simultaneously. The fragmented and adapter ligated libraries were size selected using the E-Gel SizeSelect Agarose Gel (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations, and then batches of 4, 12, 15 and 31 samples were subsequently loaded onto 316 chips.

2.5. Template preparation {#sec0035}
-------------------------

The quantity of the size selected library was determined by a real-time PCR approach using the Ion Library Quantitation Kit (LT) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations, with the template dilution factor calculated for a final concentration of ∼26 pM per target. Targets were then subjected to emulsion PCR using the Ion One Touch (LT) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations. For clonal amplification, DNA was localized to Ion Sphere particles (LT), which were automatically enriched with the Ion OneTouch ES system (LT). Quality was assessed using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen Corporation) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations.

2.6. PGM sequencing {#sec0040}
-------------------

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) was performed using the Personal Genome Machine (PGM, LT). Before initializing the PGM Sequencer, a cleaning protocol was performed that started with a chlorite cleaning solution and was followed by a wash with 18 MΩ water (Elga Purelab Flex 3 Water Purification, Veolia Water Systems, Austria). After initialization, the chip was washed with 100% isopropanol and annealing buffer (from sequencing kit) and then tested for its functionality on the PGM. Sequencing primer and Control Ion Spheres of the Ion PGM sequencing kit were added to the library. After the annealing step sequencing polymerase was added and the sample was loaded onto the chip.

2.7. PGM data analysis {#sec0045}
----------------------

All PGM sequences were analyzed with the Ion Torrent Software Suite (Vs. 3.2) using the plug-in variant caller (Vs. 3.2.43647) that employed a TMAP Smith--Waterman alignment optimization [@bib0110]. The output of the variant caller was presented in tabular format, as a list of differences to the rCRS without a graphical display of the aligned reads. At this time, graphical displays of the TMAP alignment could only be visualized with separate tools for alignment and assembly viewing, such as the IGV package (Integrative Genomics Viewer [@bib0115]) which accepts BAM (binary alignment map), BAI (binary alignment index files) and other file formats.

The FASTQ files of all 200 bp chemistry experiments (provided via the Ion Torrent server) were turned into "converted-FASTA"-files and aligned to the rCRS using NextGENe software (Vs. 2.3.1; SoftGenetics, State College, PA, USA), which employed a modified Burrows--Wheeler transform (BWT) alignment method. NextGENe analyzed data were presented in both a tabular summary of the haplotype, as well as a viewer, which permitted the visualization of the sequence reads and alignments. NextGENe analysis parameters used in this study are given in Table S2.

Table S2Software settings of NextGENe (SoftGenetics).

2.8. Comparing PGM to STS data {#sec0050}
------------------------------

The PGM variant calls were listed with total coverage (CV) and variant frequency (VF) values. In this study variant calls exceeding 20% of the total coverage value were compared to STS consensus haplotypes with the following considerations: (i) Length heteroplasmy (LHP) in C tracts was represented by the dominant variant (major molecule) in STS data [@bib0120]. This threshold was not applied when investigating point heteroplasmy, which was present in lower mixture ratios. Differences to PGM results were counted as a single difference even when the dominant type differed by two insertions (this was the case in a total of six samples for all C tracts) and (ii) The Ion Torrent variant caller employed a 5′ indel alignment (i.e. indels in regions such as the dimeric repeat between 513 and 525 were recorded at positions 513 and 514), which adheres to the convention in medical genetics. In forensic genetics however, a 3′ alignment of indels is recommended [@bib0125]. Under these guidelines, indels in the dimeric repeat region would be recorded at positions 523 and 524. These conflicting practices were not regarded as differences when comparing haplotypes between technologies in this study.

3. Results {#sec0055}
==========

In total, 64 mtGenomes were generated from 42 DNA extracts with the PGM. Over the course of the study, a new sequencing chemistry ("200 bp chemistry") was released and used to produce a total of 33 mtGenomes. A total of 31 extracts was analyzed with the earlier version, the "100 bp chemistry", and 22 extracts (of the 33 and 31 sequenced with the separate chemistries) were sequenced with both. The 42 mtGenomes represented a total of 695,910 bp that were redundantly sequenced with STS and recorded relative to the rCRS (Table S3). A total of 1,060,437 bp (representing 64 mtGenomes) were generated with the PGM and the variant calls among these bases were directly compared with the STS consensus haplotypes. This comparison revealed 176 (0.017%) differences overall, of which 95 (0.018%) were found with the 100 bp chemistry (31 mtGenomes; 513,651 bp) and 81 (0.015%) were found with the 200 bp chemistry (33 mtGenomes; 546,786 bp; [Tables 1 and S4](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Fifty (28.4%) of the discrepancies could be identified as false positives (not present in STS data but reported with the variant caller) and 126 (71.6%) as false negatives (present in the STS calls but not reported by the variant caller). The relative quantity of false positives was higher in the 100 bp chemistry data (*n* = 38; 40.0%) when compared to the 200 bp chemistry output (*n* = 12; 14.8%, [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The majority of the discrepancies was observed in or around the three hypervariable C tracts, with 55 (57.9%) and 53 (65.4%) occurrences in the 100 and 200 bp chemistry versions, respectively. False negatives were dominant here with 52 (91.2%) occurrences for the 100 bp chemistry and 53 (76.8%) for the 200 bp chemistry. In the following paragraphs the individual differences are described in more detail.

Table S3Summary of full mtGenome haplotypes generated by Sanger-type sequencing.Table S4Detailed summary of observed differences between STS and PGM (variant caller).

3.1. Homoplymeric C-tracts in HVS-1 (16183--16194), HVS-2 (302--310 and 310--316) and HVS-3 (567--574) {#sec0060}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the rCRS, T16189 is flanked by 5 and 4 Cs between positions 16183 and 16194, respectively. This sequence stretch was consistently and reproducibly represented in both the PGM variant caller and the STS analyses when no length variation was present. However, in three samples (WGS01, WGS02 and WGS04, all 100 bp chemistry), a combination of the T16189C transition and a deletion at position 16189 was observed with relatively low variant frequencies (VF) and coverage values (CV) for the deleted variant (VF 21% CV 270, VF 29% CV 49, and VF 22% CV 185, respectively). The transitional variant (16189C) in these samples was observed exclusively (100%) but with low total CVs of 126, 18, and 84, respectively. Samples WGS01 and WGS02 were also analyzed with the 200 bp chemistry, for which the STS haplotypes and PGM variant calls were concordant in this region. With this chemistry, the transitional variants were represented with VF of 100% CV 117 and VF 98% CV 104. The deleted variants were also present in the 200 bp reads, but they did not exceed the defined 20% threshold (VF 16% CV 198 and VF 16% CV 186).

In samples WGS28 (16193.1C), WGS34 (16193.1C) and WGS42 (16193.1C, 16193.2C), LHP was present in the STS data and thus the dominant types were determined for these analyses. For the NGS data, the dominant types apparent in the STS data were not reported by the variant caller. In addition, samples WGS11 and WGS34 showed variation with respect to the rCRS at the 5′ end of the HVS-1C tract (16184A, 16183C), but this variation was not present in the output of the Ion Torrent variant caller (Table S4).

The majority of differences was observed in the HVS-2C tract between positions 310 and 316, where all PGM variant calls reported 5 Cs and the STS data reflected 6 Cs (315.1C) ([Tables 1, S3 and S4](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Within the HVS-2 tract between positions 302 and 310, 16 of 31 (100 bp chemistry) and 14 of 33 (200 bp chemistry) haplotypes showed differences with respect to the STS data. These were observed when single or multiple insertions of Cs (≥8) as well as uninterrupted HVS-1 and HVS-3C tracts (e.g. samples WGS07 and WGS42) were present (Table S4). In haplotypes that harbored the rCRS variant in the HVS-3C tract (6 Cs between positions 567 and 574) no differences were observed between STS haplotypes and PGM variant calls.

3.2. Deletions outside the hypervariable segments {#sec0065}
-------------------------------------------------

Comparing STS and PGM variant calls, a total of 11 differences with regard to deletions outside the hypervariable segments were observed for the 100 bp chemistry and 13 were found with the 200 bp chemistry ([Tables 1, S4 and S5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). A total of 13 (54.2%) were reported as a deletion in conjunction with a substitution, with only the substitution confirmed by STS. Therefore, the deleted variants represented false positives and were called with VF 26% CV 90 to VF 37% CV 1000. However, higher VFs for the deleted variant were also observed (e.g. WGS34 100 bp, 9545del VF 49% CV 636, Table S5).

Table S5Summary of positions that displayed deletions and substitutions in PGM variant cells.

Two false negative deletion events were reported with the Ion Torrent variant caller. The tandem deletion at positions 290 and 291, which was present in sample WGS34, and the STS confirmed deletion at position 498 in samples WGS02 (200 bp chemistry) and WGS05 (100 bp chemistry, Tables S3 and S4) were not reported by the variant caller. The latter deletion (498) was however reported by the variant caller in samples WGS02 and WGS04 (100 bp chemistry).

3.3. Substitutions {#sec0070}
------------------

A total of 29 substitutions (transitions and transversions) differed between the Ion Torrent variant calls and STS consensus haplotypes with the 100 bp chemistry, and 15 differed with the 200 bp chemistry. Three of these 44 differences were associated with deletions at the same site, similar to the parallel substitutions/deletions described previously (100 bp chemistry: WGS08 position 299, WGS34 position 494; 200 bp chemistry WGS02 position 8251; Table S4). The majority of differences in the 100 bp chemistry batch was caused by 7 samples (WGS02, WGS05, WGS06, WGS10, WGS11, WGS12, and WGS13) with 25 occurrences among them (86.2%). These were associated with low overall coverage values and also resulted in only weak STS signals (data not shown). Eleven substitutions (in 11 samples) were false negatives ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) with only one of these (10664T) present in the 100 bp chemistry data and the remaining found in the 200 bp chemistry data. On the other hand, nearly all of the false positives were reported with the 100 bp chemistry data ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). When considering the false negatives, three positions were hit in multiple samples: 456T was missing in all 4 haplogroup H5 samples (where this transition constitutes a signature mutation) and 10664T was lacking in 3 samples ([Tables 2 and S4](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Position 10,664 as well as the false positive 10651C/G that was also found in three samples, resided close to the region of the forward PCR primer of fragment B. Similarly, position 2689, which was also observed in three samples ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), resided close to the binding site of the reverse PCR primer of fragment B. The latter showed differences with CV 750 VF 32%, CV 1205 VF 22%, and CV 369 VF 26%, respectively.

3.4. Point heteroplasmy {#sec0075}
-----------------------

Point heteroplasmy (PHP) was detected at 14 positions in 12 samples with STS ([Tables 3 and S3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}), some of which were very low but confirmed by multiple sequences (Figure S1). Twelve of those positions (present in 10 samples) were sequenced with the PGM using the 100 bp chemistry and 11 positions were sequenced (9 samples) using the 200 bp chemistry. Some of the heteroplasmic mixture ratios were below the defined 20% threshold, ranging from 10 to 19% (samples WGS14, WGS18 and WGS20, all 100 bp chemistry; samples WGS18 and WGS20, 200 bp chemistry). In all but three samples (WGS03, WGS05, WGS11; all 100 bp chemistry), PHP was confirmed in the variant caller output ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). In order to gain further clarification on the unreported PHPs, the NGS data were re-analyzed in NextGENe. For two of the three false negatives, the NextGENe viewer showed the mixed bases (Figure S1). In sample WGS03 PHP was present at position 966, which is located adjacent to a stretch of 10 Cs with extensive LHP due to the transition T961C. In sample WGS05 PHP at position 204 was very low in STS but visible in the NextGENe viewer (5 in 44), whereas low-level PHP at position 16245 in sample WGS11 was not observed in the NextGENe viewer (0 in 137; Figure S1).

Figure S1Depiction of point heteroplasmies with STS and PGM.

3.5. Comparison to other alignment algorithms {#sec0080}
---------------------------------------------

In order to gain further insight into the source of the STS--NGS discrepancies, the raw NGS reads were re-assessed both with alternative settings in the Ion Torrent variant caller (e.g. using a modified rCRS) and with completely separate alignment software based on a modified Burrow--Wheeler transform (BWT) alignment method (NextGENe). When a modified rCRS with 6 Cs instead of 5 between positions 310 and 316 was employed in the Ion Torrent variant caller (TMAP algorithm) to align the PGM sequences, the variant caller confirmed the results obtained by STS (tested for samples WGS08, WGS10, WGS21, WGS25, and WGS41; data not shown). This suggests that the omission of 315.1C in the previous variant reports may represent an artifact of the software, perhaps with the TMAP alignment algorithm itself, and not a technical or chemical issue with the PGM. The same confirmatory results in this C tract were found when using the modified BWT alignment method on sample WGS28 (Figure S2). According to STS, this sample also harbored a C insertion between 302 and 310 (which was reported with NextGENe), as well as the T16189C transition that resulted in an uninterrupted C stretch and extensive LHP in the HVS-1C tract. There, the dominant STS type reflected 11--12 Cs (16193.1C/16193.2C) with minor contributions of 3 additional length variants (9, 10, 13 Cs; Figure S2). Although the C insertion between 302 and 310 was reported in the tabular output of NextGENe, length variation at 16193.1C was not, even though the graphical view of the aligned reads indicated the presence of the 16193.1C insertion in some of the sequences (Figure S2). This phenomenon was also observed in other C tracts, e.g. sample WGS42. There, two C insertions between 567 and 574 were recorded as the dominant STS type, and these variants were also apparent in the NextGENe views of the aligned reads (Figure S3).

Figure S2Sample WGS28 -- comparison of sequence calls with STS.Figure S3Comparison of STS consensus haplotype and NextGENe output from PGM generated mtGenome data from sample WGS42 (200 bp chemistry).

Using the BWT alignment in NextGENe, both deletion events at positions 290/291 and 498 that had been missing from the Ion Torrent variant reporter were visible in the NextGENe alignment for samples WGS34 and WGS05, albeit at low coverage and sometimes together with the other substitutions at these positions that were described earlier (Tables S5 and S6). While the original variant caller report indicated false positive deletions in samples WGS34 (nps 492, 6297 and 9545) and WGS06 (np 8286) that were not reported with the BWT method, the combined call of a deletion and a substitution at a single position was observed regardless of the analysis method employed (Table S6).

Table S6Summary of discrepant Ion Torrent variant calls analyzed with NextGENe.

In terms of false positive substitutions, those originally reported with the variant caller for samples WGS05 (10651, 2664, and 2689), WGS34 (494) and WGS06 (3229, 1902, 3226, and 14912; all 100 bp chemistry) were not observed with NextGENe (Table S6). However, views of the NextGene alignments revealed that some positions showed mixtures of the same false positive substitution or deletion recorded by the variant caller. The false negative substitutions reported by the variant caller, such as the omitted C456T in four samples (WGS15, WGS17, WGS23, WGS27), were successfully captured with the BWT alignment method (Figure S4). The transition C456T prolongs a short stretch of four Ts between positions 452 and 455 by another T. Also, the false positive and false negative substitutions close to the PCR primer binding sites (e.g. positions 10651, 10664) reported by the variant caller were not observed with the NextGENe aligner (Figure S5). When considering the 200 bp chemistry, longer deletions were found in the variant caller output at positions 11798 (9 bp deletion, WGS42) and 2554 (\>100 bp del, WGS02). These same long deletions were not reported in the BWT alignment method (data not shown).

Figure S4456T results STS, NextGENe.Figure S510664T results STS, NextGENe.

Overall, the application of the BWT alignment method as implemented in NextGENe led to a reduction in the number of discrepancies between the STS and PGM generated data in the HVS-2 and HVS-3C tracts and when considering substitutions across the genome ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). On the flip side, the variant caller/TMAP alignment algorithm yielded fewer discrepancies with STS in the HVS-1C tract, the AC repeat region and when comparing deletions outside the C tracts (Table S4). It is worth noting that the option to view the NextGENe alignments proved extremely useful from the standpoint of evaluating discrepancies and identifying parameters worthy of further investigation.

Finally, all PGM runs using the 200 bp chemistry were analyzed with NextGENe under the defined settings and compared to the STS consensus haplotypes. This resulted in a total of 66 discrepancies to STS, interestingly at different positions than the variant caller ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). NextGENe showed more discrepancies to STS in the HVS-1C tract (14) and in deletions outside the homopolymeric regions (*n* = 40, 30 of which were observed as deletion at 9548) compared to the variant caller (4 and 13, respectively). NextGENe resulted in fewer differences to STS than the variant caller in the HVS-2C tract (2 versus 47) and in terms of substitutions (6 versus 15).

4. Discussion {#sec0085}
=============

In this study, the PGM was used to sequence 64 mtGenomes from 42 different samples that were also sequenced with conventional STS protocols. The use of barcoded adaptors allowed simultaneous sequencing of multiple samples with the PGM. In this early phase of NGS assessment, 32 different barcodes were available and these were used to generate up to 32 individual mtGenomes on a single 316 PGM chip. All things considered, but particularly given the advantage of sample barcoding, the PGM clearly outperformed conventional STS in terms of throughput and analysis time.

When assessing the performance and validity of a new technology, it is useful to compare the workflows, costs and, most importantly, the results to established methods. In this study, the standard and well-established technology for forensic mtDNA analysis -- Sanger-type sequencing -- was used as the reference for the PGM data. Although STS data are not a perfect reflection of the mtDNA composition in vivo (this pertains, for example, to the detection of mixtures such as length (LHP) and point heteroplasmy (PHP), where it has been described that mixtures may be displayed differently with STS depending on the adjacent nucleotide sequence and the primer used [@bib0130]), control data are nevertheless needed to characterize the NGS data and assess their utility for forensic applications. STS, as the standard, most-reliable and best-established technology in use for forensic mtDNA typing logically serve as this frame of reference.

The PGM pipeline is supported by an alignment and analysis software, the Ion Torrent variant caller that is available through the Ion Community website. This tool assembled the BAM (binary alignment map) and BAI (binary alignment index) files and aligned them to the rCRS using TMAP Smith--Waterman alignment algorithm [@bib0110]. Variant calls were reported with coverage and variant frequency values. After initial tests with varying parameter settings (data not shown) we defined the relatively high variant call threshold of 20% (of total coverage) for comparing the PGM output to STS consensus haplotypes. This particular threshold value yielded the lowest number of differences between STS and PGM variant calls and was required to compensate for the relatively high background noise that manifested in data produced by both STS and NGS technologies (due to low quality and quantity DNA extract), but was not adequately accommodated with the variant caller. When raw data and reads can be more directly evaluated in integrated viewers, and the distinction between signal and noise (as a result of either a chemistry artifact in the raw data or alignment artifacts at the analysis/interpretation stage) can be more easily assessed, it is likely that this threshold value can be reduced. Optimized chemistries, laboratory assays and data analyses that produce more robust raw and final data will allow for more sensitive detection and interpretation of PHP. For the current study, however, a relatively high threshold was required to differentiate between signal and noise.

When analyzing PGM generated FASTQ files with the alternative software NextGENe analysis settings were again adapted to yield minimal differences to STS data; but because of inherent differences in the software, the parameters and settings used to with the variant caller were not the same as those used with NextGENe. Thus, the comparison of the respective NGS data analyses (variant caller versus NextGENe) to STS consensus sequences were not performed with perfectly comparable settings. Instead, the comparisons were performed with those settings that optimized the results from each NGS software package. At this stage of development, this data evaluation strategy was helpful in identifying pros and cons of the individual software versions and aligners, and provided insight into the particular parameters likely to improve overall sequence output for mtDNA applications.

The number of differences between PGM variant calls and STS consensus haplotypes was surprisingly low. We found 176 incidences (0.017%) over all experiments, which, in total, involved more than one million individual base calls. About two thirds of those were observed in or around homopolymeric stretches, mostly C-tracts. For example the 315.1C insertion was present as a false negative in all PGM results. Interestingly, the same alignment algorithm applied to a modified reference sequence (bearing the 315.1C) gave fully concordant results, suggesting that the TMAP algorithm employed by the variant caller in conjunction with a reference sequence bearing different numbers of C residues was the reason for the discrepant results. The modified BWT method yielded fewer discrepancies to STS in homopolymeric stretches. Insertions and deletions were usually reported consistently with STS calls for stretches up to 9 Cs and in some cases up to 11 Cs. With the exception of 315.1C, which is a stable difference to the rCRS, C insertions and deletions within the homopolymeric stretches have only minor relevance when interpreting forensic evidence due to their high variability even among tissues of the same individual [@bib0135] and thus discrepancies in these regions have little or no impact on downstream data interpretation. There are stable deletions outside the described C tracts with a strong phylogenetic signature. These include the paired deletion at positions 290 and 291 (haplogroup C1) and the deletion at position 498 (haplogroups K1c and L0d1′2), both of which were present in our dataset. These deletions are located in short homopolymeric stretches, which seems to be the reason why the variant caller failed to identify them in some of the samples. They were, however, captured by the BWT alignment method. A similar situation was observed for substitutions that prolonged short homopolymeric T stretches such as the haplogroup H5′36 specific C456T transition. This variant was called concordantly with BWT alignment software only. Conclusively, the majority of differences observed between PGM variant calls and STS consensus sequences seem to be attributable to the TMAP alignment algorithm. Though read pre-processing and filtering cannot be ruled out as contributing factors, those steps are invisible to a user and thus cannot be assessed directly. Regardless of the discrepancy source, modified reference sequences and alternative alignment algorithms were effective in decreasing the number of observed differences between the technologies.

An observation new to STS users was the parallel occurrence of deletions and substitutions at single positions. These were observed with all applied alignment algorithms and even with relatively high coverage values. If they were authentic, they would represent heteroplasmic mixtures of deleted and substituted variants that have so far only rarely been observed in non-human mtDNA outside homopolymeric C tracts [@bib0140]. The fact that the STS data did not reveal these variants, and the fact that they have not been previously reported with other technologies, suggests that they are likely artifacts of the PGM sequencing chemistry and/or the alignments.

Over the course of this study, two versions of the sequencing chemistry were compared. They generally performed very similar. We observed slightly fewer discrepancies to the STS derived haplotypes with the newer 200 bp chemistry that has meanwhile replaced the earlier 100 bp chemistry version.

5. Conclusions {#sec0090}
==============

In this study, PGM generated mtDNA sequence data were evaluated by direct comparison with Sanger-type sequence data. In order to evaluate the data as strictly as possible, differences across the entire mtGenome were considered, including those in homopolymeric C-tracts, which have little or no relevance for excluding samples in a forensic setting. The goal of this study was to evaluate the current state-of-the-art of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) with the PGM and highlight issues that may need to be addressed for application of this technology in forensic genetics.

We observed an overall generally high level of consistency between Sanger-type and PGM derived data, with the total number of recorded differences below 0.02%. The majority of discrepancies was related to the alignment algorithm and was either found in homopolymeric C tracts (variant caller) or observed with high reproducibility at single positions (NextGENe). It is encouraging that the algorithms differed at discrepant positions as this suggests that further development of the individual software packages has room for improvement.

As forensic scientists familiar with Sanger-type electropherograms and data analyses, we found it very useful to view a graphical representation of the aligned NGS reads for investigation of NGS--STS discrepancies and increased understanding of other NGS data features. The transition from STS to NGS data interpretation will no doubt require revised analytical guidelines due to the fundamental differences in data production, detection, output and volume. Software that permits visualization and scrutiny of data and alignments will facilitate both the development of data interpretation guidelines and, ultimately, the adoption of NGS in forensic genetics.

In conclusion, our data suggest that aligners, alignment parameters and pre-alignment data filtering tools all have a great impact on final NGS haplotypes. During the course of our experiments we observed software updates that generally improved the interpretation of the NGS data. It is likely that this ongoing software development process will be critical to more accurate and streamlined NGS data analysis and interpretation, ultimately maximizing the reliability of NGS-produced mtGenome haplotypes.
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###### 

Summary of observed differences in sequence outputs of STS and PGM mtGenome typing.

  Location               100 bp chemistry   200 bp chemistry   200 bp chemistry_NextGENe                           
  ---------------------- ------------------ ------------------ --------------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----
  HVS-1 (16183--16189)   2                                     2                           1         1    12   6   6
  HVS-1 (16190--16194)   5                  3                  2                           3         3    2        2
  HVS-2 (302--310)       16                                    16                          14        14   1        1
  HVS-2 (311--316)       31                                    31                          33        33   1        1
  HVS-3 (567--574)       1                                     1                           2         2    1        1
  AC-stretch             0                                                                 0              2        2
  Indels                 11                 9                  2                           13   11   2    40       40
  Substitutions          29                 26                 3                           15   1    14   6    2   4
  Pointheteroplasmy      0                                                                 0              1        1
                                                                                                                   
  Total                  95                                                                81             66       

###### 

Summary of false positive and false negative substitutions between sequence outputs of STS and PGM mtGenome typing.

  Substitutions           
  --------------- ------- -------
  10664T          WGS02   WGS02
  10664T          WGS04   
  10664T          WGS05   
  13651G                  WGS34
  14374C                  WGS01
  16166C                  WGS01
  16172C                  WGS01
  295T                    WGS18
  456T                    WGS15
  456T                    WGS17
  456T                    WGS23
  456T                    WGS27
  493G                    WGS34
  5442C                   WGS03
  8251A                   WGS02
  961C                    WGS03
                          
                          17

  Substitutions                                                 
  --------------- ------- --------------- ------- ------------- ----
  10651G          WGS02   CV 207 VF 23                          
  10651G          WGS05   CV 402 VF 26                          
  10651C          WGS05   CV 402 VF 20                          
  11147C          WGS12   CV 151 VF 33                          
  11604C          WGS10   CV 98 VF 40                           
  12797C          WGS12   CV 384 VF 36                          
  12959T          WGS13   CV 87 VF 55                           
  13159G          WGS12   CV 213 VF 23                          
  13507C          WGS11   CV 272 VF 20                          
  14912A          WGS06   CV 163 VF 35                          
  14955T          WGS11   CV 415 VF 29                          
  15618C          WGS13   CV 72 VF 25                           
  1902T           WGS06   CV 133 VF 75                          
  2664C           WGS05   CV 200 VF 33                          
  2689A           WGS02   CV 369 VF 26                          
  2689A           WGS05   CV 750 VF 32                          
  2689A           WGS40   CV 1205 VF 22                         
  2933A           WGS13   CV 220 VF 22                          
  299A            WGS08   CV 82 VF 20                           
  3226T           WGS06   CV 145 VF 24                          
  3229A           WGS06   CV 252 VF 38                          
  3573T           WGS10   CV 59 VF 29                           
  392C            WGS13   CV 83 VF 58                           
  494G            WGS34   CV 42 VF 60                           
  534T            WGS13   CV 29 VF 45                           
  86T             WGS10   CV 280 VF 60                          
  948C            WGS12   CV 350 VF 41                          
  962T                                    WGS07   CV 84 VF 21   
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###### 

Summary of point heteroplasmy reported with STS and PGM.

  Sample   STS      PGM -- variant caller       
  -------- -------- --------------------------- ----------------------------
  WGS01    6367Y    6367C                       6367C
                    Var. Freq. = 25, cv = 260   Var. Freq. = 22, cv = 245
                                                
  WGS03    966M     Not found                   966C
                                                Var. Freq. = 66, cv = 161
                                                
  WGS05    204Y     Not found                   nd
                                                
                                                
  WGS09    8473Y    8473C                       nd
                    Var. Freq. = 41, cv = 79    
                                                
  WGS11    16245Y   Not found                   nd
                                                
                                                
  WGS14    15623R   15623A                      15623A
                    Var. Freq. = 19, cv = 643   Var. Freq. = 26, cv = 689
           16391R   16391A                      16391A
                    Var. Freq. = 48, cv = 519   Var. Freq. = 39, cv = 593
                                                
  WGS15    9966R    9966A                       9966A
                    Var. Freq. = 72, cv = 563   Var. Freq. = 68, cv = 1248
                                                
  WGS18    152Y     152C                        152C
                    Var. Freq. = 72, cv = 438   Var. Freq. = 75, cv = 622
           1578R    1578R                       1578R
                    Var. Freq. = 16, cv = 575   Var. Freq. = 16, cv = 897
                                                
  WGS20    16201Y   16201Y                      16201Y
                    Var. Freq. = 10, cv = 145   Var. Freq. = 18, cv = 272
                                                
  WGS29    195Y     nd                          195C
                                                Var. Freq. = 67, cv = 3743
                                                
  WGS36    8252Y    8252T                       8252T
                    Var. Freq. = 31, cv = 216   Var. Freq. = 44, cv = 371
                                                
  WGS42    234R     nd                          234G
                                                Var. Freq. = 47, cv = 2762

nd: not determined.
